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VANCOUVER IS READY FOR SOMETHING

The lights go down, the anticipation builds, and when the music hits you know
every fan in attendance is about to feel the energy and excitement of Nation
Extreme Wrestling. With affordable tickets, great seating and a family-friendly
atmosphere, NEW is what fans across British Columbia and the country
have been waiting for. Is your business ready for something NEW?
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NEW WRESTLING HAS EVERYONE’S ATTENTION 

In just a few short months, Nation Extreme Wrestling has become British Columbia’s
most diverse and respected roster with more than 40 professionals entertaining fans
at each show.  Our talent is consistently considered among the best in Canada.

With large followings on both social media and at live events, our wrestlers are outstanding 
when it comes to engaging with spectators and ensuring each event becomes ‘must-watch’
sports entertainment for both diehard and casual fans alike. 

The Voros Twins have 1.4 million TikTok followers (and growing)3



LEARNING FROM A VAST HISTORY 

From the interior to the island, independent wrestling in British Columbia has a storied
history that spans generations.  NEW took time to dig deep into this history looking at both
successful and struggling promotions to see what business plan could work best.  The end 
result?  Equality, consistency, and communication.

NEW pays all its workers equally while providing professional grade facilities and assurance 
that everyone’s well-being, be it physical and/or mental is a top priority.
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CHRIS PARRY
Owner

A multi-Webster Award winner for excellence 
in BC journalism, Chris is the founder of 
Equity.Guru, which he built with the specific 
plan of blending old school stock promotion 
with an emphasis on truth, high standards, 
and ethics.

Chris is a veteran of TV, radio, and print, 
consulting with public companies to help
them figure out their storylines, achievable 
milestones and improve their communication
with shareholders, while also posting regular 
deep dive analysis of companies in the public 
spotlight.

In 2020, Chris became an investor and board 
member with Altrincham FC (England), and is 
also a board member locally with Richmond 
FC.  

Chris’ love for wrestling started early back in 
Australia referring one match before realizing 
he better leave it to the pros.

ROB FAI
Co-Founder, President 

With 15 years of sports management in
professional baseball and even more time in 
sports broadcasting, Rob brings a unique skillset 
and ability to NEW.

Recipient of the Paul Carson Award as Top Play-
by-Play broadcaster in British Columbia, Rob was 
also key in helping the Vancouver Canadians 
Baseball Club attain the John H. Johnson 
President’s Award given to the most complete 
franchise in Minor League Baseball, the first time 
in MiLB history a Canadian franchise had 
received the honour.  

In 2015, Rob was inducted into the Vancouver 
Canadians Hall of Fame and also received the 
Baseball B.C. Meritorious Award for his lifetime 
commitment to the game of baseball.

Rob worked with TSN1040 Sports Radio hosting 
his own evening show, and is still one of the 
voices heard on EA Sports NHL Hockey series.  

ABOUT OUR OWNERSHIP
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SOCIALLY ACCEPTABLE

What makes Indie Wrestling so much fun for fans?
We interact! Whether its at one of our events or online, 
nothing beats getting to engage with our stars.

Our team works weeks in advance of each event to see 
how we can best bring our fans into potential storylines 
and outcomes AND listen to what they have to say 
online. When our fans realize they are being heard, a 
loyalty is created that is already forming with our 
travelling fanbase. 

#NationExtremeWrestling 
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SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE

Nation Extreme Wrestling has been proactive in the fight against Covid-19 transmission 
perhaps more than any other promotion in Canada.

In addition to ensuring all of our wrestlers, staff and guests are fully-vaccinated, NEW 
provides a Abbott Panbio Covid-19 Rapid Test to every one of our workers upon arrival to 
the venue. We are proud to have invested in the safety of our workers and in turn, our fans.  

We are equally proud that all of our wrestlers are committed to going above and beyond to 
ensure our shows can take place, and yes, masks remain mandatory during our shows.
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PRESENTATION IS EVERYTHING

You’ve worked hard to build your brand and our goal is simply to make it 
fun, engaging and easy to connect with. Nation Extreme Wrestling made a 
commitment from ‘day one’ that we would produce a show worthy of 
partnership and are also select in who we do business with.  This isn’t 
simply about meeting a quota, this is about developing a relationship that 
is both sustainable and enjoyable.  

Let us learn about what your vision is and allow us to show you the options 
that we have. Maybe there’s a perfect fit or perhaps we can show you a
creative idea that helps you reach a NEW audience.

Our production team is outstanding and is committed to the highest 
standard and people across Canada are noticing.
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EVERY MATCH MATTERS TO OUR FANS

In partnership with The Gaming Stadium, one of Canada’s leading e-
Sports and gaming venues, Nation Extreme Wrestling is able to produce 
TV quality matches at every event.  Our matches have full commentary 
and have already showcased the likes of IMPACT Wrestling’s Josh 
Alexander, New Japan Wrestling’s El Phantasmo, and former WWE 
stars The Bollywood Boyz! What’s the one thing in common? They are
all Canadian.

Nation Extreme Wrestling is committed to providing a showcase for the 
amazing talent that we have right in our own backyard and are fiercely 
proud to represent the amazing workers from right here in the Pacific 
Northwest. (click on photo to left to watch NEW 2)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BZEjPT0sys&t=5163s


Nation Extreme Wrestling is committed to providing you with a
campaign that is cost-effective, fresh, and helps elevate your profile.  
Whether it is a single event or a partnership that spans over the 
course of a season you want to target, NEW can deliver throughout 
the British Columbia marketplace.

Let us hear what your needs are and how our amazing roster of 
talented stars both in the ring and within our offices can help 
kickstart your next marketing campaign.

HOW CAN WE GET INVOLVED WITH ?

Liiza Hall

CONTACT INFO

NEW Headquarters
2099 Lougheed Highway

Unit A113
Port Coquitlam, B.C.

V3C 0E1

Rob Fai, President
robfai@outlook.com

604 729 1974
www.nationextremewrestling.com

https://www.thegamingstadium.com/
https://www.rosedaleonrobson.com/
mailto:saviksingh@gmail.com?subject=Looking%20for%20a%20reference%20for%20NEW%20Wrestling
https://bigrockbeer.com/
mailto:robfai@outlook.com

